INTRODUCTION
In this paper we derive several a priori estimates for classical solutions of certain problems in two-dimensional compressible nonlinear elasticity.
We consider a two-dimensional elastic body occupying a reference configuration Q in (~2 where Q is an open bounded set with smooth boundary. We define a smooth deformation of the body as a diffeomorphism, which satisfies R2) ~ C1 (SZ, R2) with det DU = ux vy -uy vx > 0 in Q. We assume that the body is composed of a compressible neoHookean material. Its mechanical properties are then described by a stored energy function of the form for 2x2 real matrices with det F > 0 ~ . The function H is assumed to satisfy the following hypotheses: 1 . H E C 3 ((o, oo )) 2.
3. For some positive constants s, cl, c2, and do, and k = o,1, 2, 3 . Significant progress has been made in finding deformations that solve elliptic boundary value problems for stored energy functions y whose structure is compatible with compressible nonlinear elasticity theory. Here y has two important properties: first, it has the singular behavior described Vol. 8 , n° 2-1991. (1 . 3) and second, it is frame-indifferent ; that is, a rotation following a deformation leaves y unchanged, so that , A class of functions which permits these properties is that of polyconvex functions defined by Ball [1] . Ball and Murat have shown (see [1] and [3] ) that In recent work of Evans [4] (see also Evans --_ B,.
c Q. Then ~ (X') -(u (x', y'), v (x', y')) satisfies equations ( 1. 4) in the variables X' = (x', y') in Br. (2) and V E C2 (Br (Xo)). Define V on Br by V (X') = P . V (X) where X = Xo + Q (X' -Xo). Let V (X) = (u (x, y), v (x, y)) (x', y'), V (x', y')). Then
Proof. 
